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Study Korean with over 1,000 online classes and services provided by the experts.

01 Professional video classes you won't find anywhere else

There are useful and interesting lectures taught by the professionals with more than 10 years of Korean teaching experience. General Korean for all levels kindly taught in 
both English and Korean. TOPIK lectures provide tips on how to efficiently find the correct answers to achieve your target TOPIK level within a short period of time. 
Achieve your goal on learning Korean with masterTOPIK anytime, anywhere!

General Korean TOPIK

02 Diverse service combined with the latest technology

Video lectures are not the end! To enhance your Korean skills quickly, you have to use what you’ve learned right away.
Prepare TOPIK through mock tests that includes all the latest trends.
You can also practice speaking by yourself. Memorize phrases and study pronunciation with AI Speak.
You can also download vocabulary cards, lecture notes, workbooks, etc. for free and study further.

TOPIK Mock Test AI SPEAK

Start 2 weeks Free Trial
masterTOPIK.com
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Learn the same content in the book in the following order, and try using Korean right away!

01 Basic Learning

Textbook based classes

· How can I check it out?
Search the following name of the course on the website
and listen to classes fit for your level. 
“Korean, you use right after learning”

· What can I learn through these classes?
You can learn more detailed contents from the teacher
compared to what you can see in the book.
You can also download lecture notes for free.

02 Additional Learning

Vocabulary Card

· How can I check it out?
Click [VOCA CARD > CATEGORY] on the website.

· What can I learn here?
The vocabularies are essential words that are frequently
used in real life. There are also illustrations and MP3
files for the cards to help you memorize more easily

03 Practice Further

AI SPEAK

· How can I check it out?
Click [AI SPEAK > Unit of the Book].

· What can I learn here?
You can practice speaking systematically from vocabularies /
sentences / conversations. You can also receive feedback on
how similar your pronunciation is compared to native speakers.
Enhance your Korean Speaking through AI SPEAK!

youtube @MasterTOPIK
Visit our YouTube channel to discover more on our latest courses and learning methods.


